
STRADBROKE SLEEPING BAG
A smartly designed sleeping bag for mild weather camping, a cool, comfortable way to make the 
most of this hot, dusty land.

At Oztent we love getting out and about, enjoying the bush and the wonderful experiences it provides.

To assist campers everywhere sleep better and stay comfortable we have created several new sleeping 
bags with XSIL™ brushed inners, “T-Therm” bonded fibre insulation and other smart features.
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KEY FEATURES
Purposely constructed for comfort and sleep

Full-length auto-lock zipper

Inner storage pocket   

Draw cord closure to maximise warmth retention

Hook+loop closures at zip opening point

Full-length zipper baffle

Chest collar baffles  

Pillow pocket 

Double cap stuff sack



Materials

Outer Shell Material 210 ripstop polyester

Fill 350gsm bonded T-Therm™ polyester fibre

Inner Lining XSIL™ brushed polyester

Zipper Full-length #8 auto-lock zipper

Dimensions

Packed Size 48cm x 27cm x 27cm
18.9” x 10.6” x 10.6”

Product Size 220cm x 75cm (including hood)
86.6” x 29.5” (including hood)

Hood Size 30cm
11.8”

Net Weight 2.25kg
4.96lb

Temperature Range
+2°C / 36°F comfort  
-3°C / 27°F lower limit 
-20°C / -4°F extreme

Additional
Hanging loops: Yes (Top = 1, Bottom = 2) 
Left and right sided models: Yes
Left and right sided models zip together: Yes

Warranty

Warranty Period 2 Years with product registration

Pricing

RRP $139.99

SPECIFICATIONS

All images shown remain the property of the publisher. All images used in this datasheet 
are for illustration purposes only and actual items may vary in appearance. Precautions 
have been taken to assure accuracy of the information on this sheet. Typographic or 
pictorial errors that are brought to our attention will be corrected in subsequent updates. 
Product dimensions shown here are nominal and are provided for the convenience of our 
customers. The Oztent Group reserves the right to make product changes from time to 
time, without prior notification, which may change the dimensions shown. The designs and 
dimensions of the products listed on this sheet are correct at the date of last publication 
and are subject to change without notice.

ADDITIONAL FEATURES

XSILTM Brushed Inner Fabric
The XSILTM inner is designed with comfort in mind to help provide a great night sleep.

Extra Large
Adult size (240 x 100cm).

Ripstop Polyester Outer Shell
No more being cold and wet when you touch the outside of your sleeping bag.

T-ThermTM Insulation
T-ThermTM insulation filling is a matrix of moisture resistant fibres that will keep your body insulated, warm and cosy to maximise 
your sleeping comfort.

Comfort PlusTM

The inner fabrics, the collar and side baffles, add to your comfort and a great night’s sleep.

Simple GlideTM Zipper SystemTM

Oztent combines smooth gliding zipper technology with auto-locking sliders and anti-snag guards. This results in hassle-free 
operation where the zipper opens easily, but only when you want it to.

Zip ConnectTM

Oztent designs sleeping bags to allow you to join two sleeping bags together to give you a double width. Simply ensure that you 
are connecting the left and right hand versions of the same model.

Temperature Range
OztentTM sleeping bags are tested to the highest level International Standard ISO23537-1:2016. This is the standard that gives a 
reliable comparison between sleeping bags. You can rest easy in the knowledge that your sleeping bag will perform as claimed.

Temperature Range
(ISO 23537 TESTED)

comfort extremelower  limit

+1°C 34°F+6°C 43°F -13°C 9°F


